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By Sonali Dev

Kensington Publishing. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Bollywood
Bride, Sonali Dev, "A fresh new voice." --Susan Elizabeth Phillips, "New York Times " bestselling
author Ria Parkar is Bollywood's favorite Ice Princess--beautiful, poised, and scandal-proof--until
one impulsive act threatens to expose her destructive past. Traveling home to Chicago for her
cousin's wedding offers a chance to diffuse the coming media storm and find solace in family, food,
and outsized celebrations that are like one of her vibrant movies come to life. But it also means
confronting Vikram Jathar. Ria and Vikram spent childhood summers together, a world away from
Ria's exclusive boarding school in Mumbai. Their friendship grew seamlessly into love--until Ria
made a shattering decision. As far as Vikram is concerned, Ria sold her soul for stardom and it's
taken him years to rebuild his life. But beneath his pent-up anger, their bond remains unchanged.
And now, among those who know her best, Ria may find the courage to face the secrets she's been
guarding for everyone else's benefit--and a chance to stop acting and start living. Rich with details
of modern Indian-American life, here is a warm, sexy, and witty story of love, family, and...
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It becomes an remarkable publication that we have possibly go through. It is among the most remarkable book i actually have read through. Your lifestyle
period will likely be transform when you total reading this publication.
-- Dom inique B er g str om-- Dom inique B er g str om

Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV
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